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ABSTRACT 

A model is presented, based on the combined effects of m =n=l 
magnetic island dynamics, localized heat sources, large heat diffusivity 
along magnetic field lines and plasma rotation, which may explain the 
multipeaked temperature profiles and transport barriers observed in 
tokamak plasmas heated by electron cyclotron resonant waves. 

Experiments in magnetically confined, high temperature plasmas heated 
by intense electromagnetic waves at the electron cyclotron resonance 
frequency, have revealed peculiar and hitherto unexplained plasma 
behavior. The most striking results [ 11, come from the Rijnhuizen 
Tokamak Project (RTP) where electron cyclotron heating (ECH) with 
maximum power P = 360k W is applied to the toroidal plasma. In this 
experiment, a double-pulse, multiposition Thomson scattering diagnostic 
measures the electron temperature profile with a very high spatial 
resolution. In the plasma central region, led the TRP group to suggest a 
“filamentary” structure. In addition ECH experiments in TRP [2] have 
revealed very sharp temperature gradients just outside the sawtooth 
mixing radius. Other minor structures in the T, profiles are sometimes 
observed near rational surfaces with 4 > 1. The sharp gradients at the 
sawtooth mixing radius, as well as the other minor structures, have been 
interpreted as due to the presence of “transport barriers” on rational 4 
surfaces +[ l]-[3]. 
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,, . ..‘. 
: ,:, <’ .;’ .The ,X&P, iesuIts:have r&ised:& .questioi..wheih& t&‘.obs&vcd p&ti~+ : .: ” .‘.‘.., ‘. ‘,. 
.;. : . . ,behai&or is ,spe&fid to’ ECH; of ,whethGr it is>‘in’ faot ,u&vers&,to a.& tckamak ‘,..,: ,’ 1, ” .; ‘, 

,. ,. 
:.. : :- ‘. .‘. ’ ,,plaimas,‘,bul; C&I ~be~ri:cb&zeh’ only with a .sophistic&ed temperature dia.& ‘, ..: “. :‘, ,,’ 

.‘, . . . ,, ;’ :,(’ 
:’ ‘. ‘. .: no&s.; ,Clearly,: an ‘answer, to:“this; &e&n.rehes on our. underst&din,g of .’ : : ., .,.,, :;., .;; ‘,’ t&e underlying. ~ma~gnei;~c”strnctr;lre. it ,$A,. be emph&ii& that t&s ,st&cture .. 

.,’ .’ .,in ,the plasma central, r&on is &rongly &ffected by, ‘the’ so:caJIed sa&ooh’ . . ; m ’ ” :’ ‘.’ ,:‘, .‘.,, .,’ .’ ;’ ‘... relaxa$ion osti&tion~ ,[4];. nsibc~a~ed,.with’,?che in&bili@ {!,:a, resi&e kink ; .Y ” ., ; ,‘, 
. . .,“‘, ‘, --ode with toroidil n&l and,,d~miizant:poloid&l m tl’inode nunihers, which’ .’ ..‘;‘. ,” ,: .‘,,‘.., ., ; .r.esults in a’periodica~y.,g~owinfi n=rrijl~m~~netic id&d. ,,,, : 

:’ 
‘. ‘.‘.. .” ‘~Peculi’arities in pl&sma’ behavior .~‘tlie..presence of, E:CI!I ‘have been. re-.’ ; ;‘. . . .” . .’ : .” ‘. ported inother tokamaks as v&.l.’ In this’,Letter, wd &a,lI concclltratk owl re- .” :’ ” Y. ;, 

: .’ :’ Suits fro.in the:, Texas.‘~xpcsi~~~ntal,,.~olxa,ma~: Upgrade .(TE&,T-II) [5]. These .,’ ‘,” ,... : : : ..‘. ‘. .’ ,, ,’ : ‘rssults j to&her’ with’ non+andard ‘s’awtboth ,:frnces’: obsrved~m otI& ECfi ,. ” ” .‘I’ ., ,’ .(. ‘,. t’dkamak experiments (see;‘e:.g:; &ef.@&l oth er re~~reaces.t~lereil1);’ stron& .’ ,’ :. ;: (“. : sug@t that the ,pecuhar ,b.eha.vior’“is the outcome, of.~&fnte~rpl$y between ’ .’ ,,, . . . . ;... : ,: ‘, ,. ” saw-teeth and ECH.,:Th,e objective 05 ‘this ‘Letter is .to cl+fy this interplay .. “.: :’ ,’ . ‘,.:.. ‘. ,.” .., .,’ from. a t’h&o,retical &ndpoint.. We ‘present d. model for ;tbe evolution’ .of :the,, “. .,. ,, ;:. ,, ‘Y;“: 
‘.. ; .; electron :temperature .profles; based ,on &the @ lo&g .‘es&1.ti&2 in&dients:, : .: .:‘. ,, .: ., ‘. .” .: ,’ (7.1 ‘I ‘, .’ t t- z a recons rut ,ion’tif ‘n&g$etic s&faces based dn the s,iwt,oo~b,recoanect;.o;n ” ‘, : 1 : . . . . . 

.’ 
,” 

., ,.” ,‘, ., .process;: (G) the”p.resehce:of a, localized k&&on heat sotice; ;(iii] ,the, e&l&t ‘. ’ .‘, ,’ .” ‘. of pl&ma .&&on; (i’&he”effkct: of &&&ropic heat ‘diffu;sio~?,:‘tihere~y:t& 
,, .’ : 

I’ ..; ,’ 
.’ ,’ ., ,’ pa$&&d. (along, the. Aeld h&s). heat. &ffusi&i ,‘c.oefIicient; ,kl~:;‘is taken as very :. ” ,” ,. “. 

‘,. 

: .’ . ‘. ” Jar@, .and, the perperi’~lic~ar.coe,~cik~~, xi; .&s relatively small; on,the .sz,w-. ‘.. ” .:, ,’ ,..( : 
. . :: ‘.,, .-to& ,pe:fiod.: time scale @ -rd.:spatial extents ,This n-&del’iti.,able to’reproduce’ ‘, .. ,“, : ,. :” : ‘, 

..’ 
:, : : : 

‘, 
,, ;. . .“,., ‘. ‘.quAlitativtli, thk bbser~ed~features &!‘tbe. TEXT-U an;b, B,TP:~t&nperat&e ‘,.,,. ‘, ,’ ‘, . . 

profiles, $ri particu~a,s”sha~p’.gradients,~~~the sawtooth iui&rg radius a&l ,sev-’ ,’ ; ; .” 
..( ,” ., era1 .peaks; even :wheti’ a strictly ‘constant’y’i profile is assumed’. What ‘is”’ : ,. ..., ,’ ,,,. : ‘., .’ ..,, :special wit,h ‘ECB, in ‘.c&&ast~wi& other, he,ating”&heAes,‘is that electron .’ .. 

.‘. .: 
‘. 

.’ ., ” .’ :” cyclotroii wave,s tr&-&ef .their~energy dir’ectly~tb the electron’s’,:&th ‘no ,d&y. ” ’ : /.‘, ,. 
..” ‘. :, and in’ a very’ loc$ized deposition r&ion [li]- iThis. heat,.& then’ transported. : ‘. ” ,, ,’ .’ ,’ ,I 

.“,’ .’ very. rapidly “along,,field Lines to~‘electl’or& ‘in other p’&$s cf. the’plastna because ‘, ; ‘. ,, 
,,,.. ‘. 

.’ .,’ ., ,., ., .’ ‘of very large par&.el heat conductidn’.“a&d pInsm.;a, rotatior$: ,: T&se .feature& . . ,’ :“,.” ‘.’ _’ . . . : .’ 1 ,..’ 
: ,’ .are fay explgited‘in:,:our~niodeI, ..,; “’ “/ I’, . ,,.’ 1: ; ” ‘, .’ 

.:.:’ ,,‘.’ .., : .;’ .’ “Let .+s, first summa&e ,the, +eleva.nt, r&&s .,froti, TEX’?-‘~I ,151. The’&& .: (1.. :’ :” )’ ‘, ,‘.,I ‘.,, ,’ . . : ,(. ” .’ .tokam,ak parameters are,.I+l.OFjhi, .a+):27m; ,B =iT;Ir, .m, 23dkA. and, &ii 1 : ‘. ,’ .’ : . ,, (. ‘1 “t+j &-tro~ .de+e :.$ ,M 310’2 I@sm,-3’S.‘TK ” e exp&i&& is, equipped ‘with, 1 ‘.’ : ‘,.’ .’ ” ~ ,’ ,( ,, 
,, .., ; .‘a;n $GI& k s &n which deli&~ 8 ma$.+r+n poker 1/ +,27OkW!,’ The electron ‘: : . ,,,( :- “.,. .,“,.: ,,., :.” ,.’ .,: : ‘. (,. : ., . . ‘. : “‘,. : ,; .: :. : : ,’ ‘. . . .:. ..’ ” ,. ,. 

. . ., :. ,. :,‘,. 
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temperature is measured by an Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE) diagnos- 
tic. The typical spatial resolution of the ECE signal is O(lcm), which is not 
as good as the Thompson scattering system on RTP. On the other hand, the 
ECE diagnostic on TEXT-U has a very high temporal resolution,, 0(20,~), 
over az,~ extended time interval. In this sense, the temperature measurements 
on TEXT-U can be considered as complementary to those on RTP. 

Figure 1: Electron temperature in TEXT-W. (a): central T, evolution; (b): 
an example of T, pr&.les; (c) and (d): 3-D reconstructions. 

Figure J, shows an example of the central electron temperature evolution 
in TEXT-U. Shown in figure l(a) are nearly three sawtooth ramps, with a 
period T,,~ M 2ms, and with fast oscillations superimposed. The period of 
the fast oscillations matches the plasma toroidd rotation period, 7Tot = 160~ 
in this case. If these oscillations are indeed due to the presence of an m=l, 
n=l magnetic island, then this island is formed early on during each saw- 
tooth ramp and maintains a nearly saturahed a.mplitude for most of the ramp. 
These ramps look different from Ohmic sawtooth ramps in TEXT-U, which 
exhibit detectable MHD fluctuations only near the tops. This suggests that 
the amdiary heating influences m=n=l mode stability, perhaps indirect1.y 
through the production of peaked pressure profiles. Fig. l(b) presents an 
example of an ECE T, profile; a sequence 01 these profiles can be found in 
Fig. 10 of Ref- [5] _ The profiles at time intervals tz - tr z TV& nearly coincide, 
which confirms that we are indeed observing a toroidd n=l structure. These 
profiles exhibit four to five peaks and are similar to the filament-like temper- 
ature structures previously reported in RTP. However, the RTP observations 
lack time history, With the temporal and spatial resolution avaiJ,abla on 
TEXT-U, we find that the structures are cyclic and consistent with a fixed 
structuxe in the rotating plasma fcame. The main poloidal m=l structure 
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flux and area conservation, but does not necessarily evolve to full reconnec- 
tion In addition, we do not attempt to describe the dynamical evolution; 
rather, the function t(t) is inferred from the experiments. We observe, how- 
ever, that 7-1~ = O(lms) for TEXT-U parameters, in fair agreement with the 
exparSm.ontal sawtooth period. 

dl -- ,_---- 
I 

Figure 2; Magnetic island topology; S is the heat source. 

Our problem, now, is to specify a function $),(Y, a; t) whose contour levels 
correspond to croissant-shaped surfaces of the type shown in region III of 
Fig. 2, satisfying the basic reconnection rules. These rules do not define a 
unique solution for the functional $*, although they represent a rather strong 
mathematical constrdnt. We find it convenient to introduce a Hamiltonian 
for the magnetic field lines inside the island sepasattix (region III of), H = 
H(+,) = H( T, a; S), such that 

N I (r” + p - 2&xmx - T;8p)(T;ap - 7.2) 
9-2 $ p - 2&com (1) 

with $+(Y) and s(t) prescribed functions. The island separatrix for a given 
6 corresponds to the contour level H = 0, while .iY reaches a maximum 
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If we now consider the presence 01 +he heat source and the effect of per- 
pendicular heat diCusion, then the pressure and the temperiture will depend 
explicitly on time: 2’ ;3 T(A,t). In this Letter, we assume x1 = con&. It 
is conveaient to specify the heat transport equation in a Lagrangian frame 
of reference. We $Iso have to take into account the different topology of the 
three regions I,II,III. Thus, in region III, we obtti’the diffusion equation 

;$ = x+‘Al”)~ + (““A$$) + $; (3) 
Similar equations apply to regions I and II, with A = 7rr2 and r indicating 
the distance ftom the displaced axis in regin I. The time evolution of the 
three regions is specified by the displacement function t(t) and by &in(~), 
together with Eq. (1). The solution of Eq.(3) requires an initial condjtion, 
T(r,t = 0) = T;,(r), where at t = 0, E(O) = 0, and the following boundary 
condii;ions; a condition at the edge 0-E the integration domain, 7 M 1.5r,;,, 
located in region II, speci$cally T(?,t) = T!,(S); the geometrical conditions 
(aT@rl),,=o = (8;r,,,/dA)d=o = 0 on the two magnetic axes‘ of regions I 
and UT, respectively. FinalJ,y, a condition on the separatrix is required. Note 
that, with xl = 0, a discontinuity of the temperature across the separa- 
trix is in general allowed by (2). With finite ~1, a, common temperature is 
achieved approaching the separstrix from any of the three regions I,II,III, 
which is determined by the continuity of the heat flux. Equations (l-3), with 
the appropriate initial conditions as described above, completely specify our 
simulation model- 

We present a typical solution obtained for the following input parame- 
ters [5]: (;) initial. helical function 4*+(O) = (&/~o)&,a~(l - z2)7 where 
Aq = 1 - qo = l/16, and CC z +rmio; (‘ii) a’ specified displacement func- 
tion, t(t), inferred from experimental data and shown in F&3(a); (iii) a 
power source P = BOkW, zhl = 0.3 and CC~Z = 0.4; (Cuj a sawiooth period 
~,aw = 2ms; (2)) a value ~1 = 0.05m2/s, (21;) a normalized rotation period, 
k&-*a, = l/18; (UiiiJ an i&i&l temperature profile, T!,(r) = To(l - P”/cz’), 
with T’ = 0,8keV. TriclimensionaJ reconstructions of the si.mulated electron 
temperature at various phases during the growth of the m=n=l magnetic 
island are shown in Figs. figs(b),(c). Shown in. Figs. 3(d)-(f) are examples of 
the simulated temperature profiles. These figures should be compared with 
the TEXT-U measurements in Fig.3. (see also Figs IO,11 of Ref [5]), as well 
as the RTP temperature profiles in Pigs. 3-4 of [I] I The similarities arc quite 
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evidtit. In particular, our model is able to reproduce temperature pro-files 
with four to five peaks, fairly indipendently of the precise size and local- 
ization of the heat absorptj,on region. In ptinciple, more peaks are possible 
with more structured displacement function, t(t). In addiction, our model 
predicts the formation of sharp temperature gradients just outside the mix- 
ing radius. This ia clear from the 3-D plots in l?igs. 3(c,d), where the outer, 
&c&r, rim structure corresponds to a region centered on the plot of the 
island sepsratrix bordering region II. The rim structure is also quite evident 
from the TEXT-U experiment reconstructions shown in Figs. l(c,d). 

We stress that the multi-peaked structure and the sharp gradienfs are 
obtained in the simulation even with a constant xl. Indeed, the sharp gradi- 
ents are a result of heat convection, rather than cliffision. They are formed 
as the specific mm=1 resistive int,ernd kink convection p&tern advects the 
heat deposited inside the 4 = 1 radius to the separatrix region at a rate faster 
than the heat d.Zusion rate- 

We can think of two possible directions for the refinement of the present 
model. First, one may consider a temperature-dependent dj,ffusion coeffi- 
cient . ‘ff XL were lower where the temperature ,is higher, the peaks in the 
electron temperature profile would become even sharper. Secondly, one may 
relax the single helicity assumption for the island evolution. For instance, the 
m=Z, n-l satellite harmonic for the helical flux perturbation would create 
a band of stoclrasticity in the field structure centered around the separatrix 
[lo]. Clearly, a fuly stochastic magnetic field would not support temperature 
gradients. All we can say, at the moment, is that judging from the exper- 
imental data, this band of stochastic field lines should be, relatively narrow 
during most of the sawtooth ramp. 

In conclusion, we have presented a theoretical model thai is a’ble to ex- 
plain the observed multi-peaked temperature profiles, previously referred to 
as temperature Uamentation [l], in ECH experiments. In addition, the model 
predicts the formation. of sharp gradients near the sawtooth, mixing radius. 
The model is based OR the combined eRects of m=n=l island dynamics, lo- 
calized heat source, very large heat diffusivity ,along magnetic field lines md 
plasma rotation. The “transport barrier” just outside the sawtooth mixing 
radius is in fact a consequence of m-n=1 heat convection, rather than re- 
duced perpendicular heat diffusion near the 4 = 1 rational surface. We may 
expect that the sometimes observed minor structures in the electron temper- 
ature profile at ra+tionzJ q values can be explained along similar lines, Le. as 
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